Abstract-GPU(Graphic Processing Unit) provides a promising solution with massive threads and its advantage is high performance computing. The emergence of CUDA(Compute Unified Device Architecture) opens the door of using GPU's powerful computing power. However, because of the limitation of CUDA itself, direct communication is not supported between SMs(streaming multiprocessors) on GPU. It is time-consuming by atomic operation or barrier synchronization. A synchronization mechanism has been proposed in this paper, that is, on the premise of result available, the times of kernel launched should be reduced. Each kernel launched, it should be computed enough on GPU, the results back to the CPU. Based on SSSP, the validity of this method is illustrated by delta-stepping. For facebook dataset, compared with atomic operation, the speedup ratio is about 1.8. For New York map dataset, compared with atomic operation and barrier synchronization, the speedup ratio is about 9.3 and 1.7 separately.
INTRODUCTION
In today's world, graph is widely used in many field such as social network, web network, biological data analysis, etc. As social develop, the size and complexity of graph is increasing. Parallel computing under traditional CPU has not satisfied people's requirements for computing speed. Like CPU, GPU is designed for complex mathematical and geometric calculations. Early phase, the emergence of GPGPU(generalpurpose GPU), it began to be used by researchers, but there are many shortcomings on GPGPU, such as low hardware programmability, difficult application development, etc. The emergency of CUDA opens the door of GPU's powerful computing ability for universal computing.
When it comes to parallel computing, synchronization must be mentioned. For GPU, CUDA supports communication between intra-SMs, which can be realized by function __syncthreads(). However, CUDA does not directly support communication between inter-SMs, so the computing ability is limited. Traditionally, barrier synchronization occurs by terminating the current GPU-offloaded computation and relaunching a new GPU-offloaded computation. In CUDA 2.2, NVIDIA introduced the function __threadfence(), which could improve performance and guarantee the correctness between inter-SMs on the GPU. However, this function introduced so much overhead when using it in direct GPU synchronization. It could be more worse than (indirect) barrier synchronization [1] .
In order to solve this problem, reduce the synchronization overhead and improve the whole computing efficiency, this paper proposes a synchronization mechanism, signal mechanism on GPU. Two sets of experiments prove the effectiveness of this method.
II. GPU ARCHITECTURE AND CUDA GPU, a graphics processing unit, early for graphic image processing. Figure I shows the CPU and GPU hardware architecture comparison. CPU is oriented to general calculation, a large number of transistors are used for cache and control circuits [2] . GPU is oriented to parallel computing based on computationally intensive and large amounts of data, a large number of transistors are used for the calculation unit. In addition, programming models such as NVIDIA's Compute Unified Device Architecture, and the recently available OpenCL allow applications to be more easily mapped onto the GPU. NVIDIA Corporation released its first microprocessorspecific GPU in 1999, specifically for processing realistic images. Early stage, GPU is only used to speed up on computeintensive graphics and image processing applications, and the locality of access memory is very good. So compared with CPU, more computing units used to realize the parallel processing are integrated on GPU, less units used to control and buffer. Therefor, SPMD (Single Program multiple Date) types of data-level fine-grained parallel problems are very suitable for execution on GPU [3] . Soon after, NVIDIA launched CUDA (Computer Unified Device Architecture) general parallel computing architecture and general parallel programming model [4] , which greatly improves the efficiency of GPU program development. At present, CUDA has become the mainstream environment in the field of GPU. With the improving performance and programmability on GPU, it has evolved into general processor with high parallelism, strong computing ability and high DRAM bandwidth [5] .
III. GPU SYNCHRONIZATION MECHANISM AND EXISTING PROBLEMS
A complete CUDA program should be consists of two parts, host program and equipment kernel function, as is shown in Figure II . Host program is performed by CPU, including data preparation before starting kernel, the initialization, data processing between kernels and serial code before program ending.
Usually, CPU + GPU heterogeneous model is adapted [6] , that moves from the GPU to the CPU and back to GPU, that is barrier synchronization. CPU is responsible for not suitable for data parallel computing, such as complex logic processing and transaction processing. GPU is responsible for the mass data parallel computing of computationally intensive [8] . In this method, synchronization overhead is expensive.
GPU threads are organized by grid way, which contains a number of blocks. GPU usually maps well only to data-parallel or task-parallel whose execution requires relatively minimal communication between SMs on the GPU. This proclivity is mainly due to the lack of support for communication between SMs on the GPU. The threads in same block allow fine-grained parallel and communication. However different threads in different blocks are difficult to achieve communication, and the applications is very common, such as SSSP. A solution is put forward in this paper to solve synchronization issue between blocks. Single-source shortest path [7] : for a given map, select a node as the source point, remembered as s. There may be more than one path form s to other nodes. The key of the problem is that find one path which is the shortest from s to the node. Namely the sum of weights through this path is shortest. Now, the popular serial algorithm to solve SSSP is Dijkstra [8] , and parallel algorithm is △-stepping [9] .
A. Dijkstra Algorithm
Dijkstra algorithm is one of the most popular serial methods to solve SSSP, based on lable-setting. All the nodes V are divided into three sets. Settled (S), the set of nodes that has been relaxed to the shortest path, tent[s]=0; Queued (Q), the set of nodes that has been relaxed, but does not know whether is the shortest path; Unreached (U), the set of nodes that has not been relaxed, tent[v]=  . Dijkstra algorithm selects one node that the value is the smallest from Q and adds this node to S. The result depends on the previous update operation of Q. Dist [v] 
B. Delta-stepping Algorithm
In 2003, △ -stepping algorithm [10] was put forward by Meyer and Senders [11] , aimed at solving shortest path problem in parallel to speed up the calculation. The difference between Dijkstra and △ -stepping algorithm is that the former only selects one node from Q set to S set every time, but the latter can select more than one node every time. Because the advantage of GPU is parallel computing, the improved △-stepping algorithm no longer distinguish between light edges and heavy edges, all nodes are calculated as light edges that need multiple iterations.
The detail of improved △-stepping algorithm is an follows. [1] . In order to prevent this, atomic operation was brought forward by CUDA. The nature of atomic operation is to luck and unlock the shared resource, that is, some thread takes up shared resource exclusively. Atomic operation can be effective in preventing the occurrence of writing error, but the efficiency of this method id very inefficient in large-scale graph.
__syncthread() can achieve synchronization within the block, but in CUDA, that has no defined method to achieve synchronization between blocks. Pass intermediate results to CPU to achieve synchronization between blocks [12] .
In order to promote efficiency, this paper proposes a synchronization mechanism. We define a set semaphores of Boolean type, modified[], whose length is the same with blocks [13] .
It is stored in global memory, initialized to False. As shown in Table Ⅰ . Because modified[] is stored in global memory, it can be modified by all the blocks. Writing error might occur. In order to reduce this mistake, it can increase the layer number of semaphore, and every layer is independence. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of semaphores. 
VI. EXPERIMENTS
Hardware environments are an follows. GPU model is NVIDIA GeForce GTX480, CUDA version is CUDA 6.0. CPU version is AMD Phenom(tm)II X4 960T, 4 cores.
For large-scale graph, the purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the effectiveness of this method.
In this experiment, there are two data sets, one is facebook dataset from Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [14] , the other is New York map dataset from the ninth DIMACS application challenge [15] .
A. Facebook Dataset
This dataset has 4039 nodes, 88234 edges. The max degree is 1045, min degree is 1, average degree is 21.85. Degree distribution is shown in Figure Ⅳ . For facebook dataset, because the data volume is small, one set of semaphores is enough to ensure the results correctness.
B. New York Map Dataset
This dataset has 264346 nodes, 733846 edges. The max degree is 8, min degree is 1, average degree is about 3. Degree distribution is shown in Figure VI . For New York map dataset, because the data volume is relatively big, one set of semaphores is not enough to ensure the results correctness, several nodes still need further calculation. For this dataset, two sets of semaphores ensure the results correctness.
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VII. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT
According to the experimental results, compared with atomic operation and synchronize by CPU, the method proposed in this paper is effective. The bigger graph scale is, the more observe speeding up might be within a certain range. For facebook dataset, the difference of degree is bigger, compared with atomic operation, the speedup ratio of semaphores proposed in this paper is about 1.8. For New York map dataset, the distribution of degree is more stable. Compared with atomic operation and synchronize by CPU, the speedup ratio of semaphores proposed in this paper is about 9.3 and 1.7 separately.
So far, we have made a preliminary exploration for synchronization on GPU, and have made some achievements, but there are still many questions for further study, such as how many layer should be set to ensure the result right in different graph, which should be very meaningful and interesting.
